
Basic Skills in Maths

Strand FS1/2 Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Year 6
Number &

Place Value
FS1

-Counting forwards
and backwards

-Number recognition
(1-5)

FS2
-Count, recognise

and order numbers
-Understand teen

numbers “10 and __
more”

-know doubles and
halves to 10

- count to and
across 100,

forwards and
backwards,

beginning with 0
or 1, or from any

given number
-Given a number
identify 1 more

and 1 less
-Read and write
numbers to 20 in

words and
numerals

-know doubles
and halves to 20

- read and write
numbers to at
least 100 in

numerals and in
words

-know doubles
and halves to

100

- compare and
order numbers

up to 1000
-read and write
numbers up to

1000 in numerals
and in words

-find 10 or 100
more or less than
a given number

-find 1000 more
or less than a
given number

-count
backwards

through zero to
include negative

numbers
- order and
compare

numbers beyond
1000

- count forwards
or backwards in
steps of powers

of 10 for any
given number up

to 1 000 000
- interpret
negative

numbers in
context, count
forwards and

backwards with
positive and

negative whole
numbers,

including through
zero

- read, write,
order and
compare

numbers up to
10 000 000 and
determine the
value of each

digit

Times Tables FS1

FS2
-Group/lots
of…(visual

representations)

- Count in
multiples of 2s,
5s and 10s to

100

- count in steps
of 2, 3, and 5
from 0, and in
tens from any

number, forward
and backward

- 3s, 4s and 8s -6s, 7s, 9s
-

-All multiplication
facts to 12 x 12
known by the

end of the year

Know all
multiplication

facts to 12 X 12

Know all
multiplication

facts to 12 X 12

Rounding FS1

FS2

-round any
number to the

nearest 10, 100
or 1000

- round any
number up to 1
000 000 to the

nearest 10, 100,
1000, 10 000
and 100 000

- round any
whole number to

a required
degree of
accuracy

Addition and
Subtraction

FS1
-more and less

comparing quantities

FS2
-1 more/ 1 less

-represent and
use number
bonds and

related
subtraction facts

within 20

- recall and use
addition and

subtraction facts
to 20 fluently,

and derive and

- add and
subtract numbers

mentally,
including: ♣ a

three-digit
number and

-add and
subtract numbers
with up to 4 digits

-use inverse
operations

-add and
subtract whole
numbers with
more than 4

digits, including

- use their
knowledge of the

order of
operations to

carry out
calculations



-additive facts for
each number to 10

-Number bonds to 10

- add and
subtract one-digit

and two-digit
numbers to 20,
including zero

use related facts
up to 100
-add and

subtract numbers
including: ♣ a

two-digit number
and ones ♣ a

two-digit number
and tens ♣ two

two-digit
numbers ♣
adding three

one-digit
numbers ♣

- recognise and
use the inverse

relationship
between addition
and subtraction
and use this to

check
calculations and

solve missing
number

problems.

ones ♣ a
three-digit

number and tens
♣ a three-digit
number and

hundreds
-add and

subtract numbers
with up to three

digits

using formal
written methods

- add and
subtract numbers

mentally with
increasingly

large numbers

involving the four
operations

Multiplication
and Division

-Sharing/halving
(practically)
-Doubling

-recall and use
multiplication and
division facts for
the 2, 5 and 10
multiplication

tables, including
recognising odd

and even
numbers

- write and
calculate

mathematical
statements for

multiplication and
division using the

multiplication
tables that they

know

-multiply two-digit
and three-digit
numbers by a

one-digit number
using formal
written layout
- use place

value, known
and derived facts

to multiply and
divide mentally,

including:

- multiply
numbers up to 4
digits by a one-

or two-digit
number

- multiply and
divide numbers

mentally drawing
upon known

facts
-divide numbers
up to 4 digits by

- multiply
multi-digit

numbers up to 4
digits by a

two-digit whole
number

- divide numbers
up to 4 digits by

a two-digit
number



multiplying by 0
and 1; dividing

by 1; multiplying
together three

numbers

a one-digit
number

-multiply and
divide whole
numbers and

those involving
decimals by 10,
100 and 1000

-square numbers


